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THE ECONOMY

A slower start to 2020 but GDP growth will gain momentum after Q2. With job creation
slowing and uncertainty weighing down business investment, the UK economy will be
increasingly reliant on consumer spending and increases in productivity to support
economic growth. That said, despite the negatives (Brexit uncertainty, and international
risks) there are some positives (labour market, rising real wages, and a fiscal boost)
providing support to growth.

A SLOWER START TO 2020, BUT GDP
GROWTH GAINS MOMENTUM AFTER Q2

UNCERTAINTY CONTINUES TO
WEIGH ON BUSINESS INVESTMENT

A synchronised global slowdown and a continuation of Brexit

Business investment has been especially weak in recent years.

related uncertainty means the UK economy’s loss of momentum

Following the general election, investment is likely to pick up

will continue into Q1 2020. Our forecast is for 0.8% GDP growth

somewhat. However, concerns about the future trade relationship

in 2020, significantly weaker than the 1.3% expected for 2019.

with the EU, labour availability, and potential economic shocks will

However, annual averages hide the fact that the quarterly growth

continue to undermine confidence and delay investment decisions

rate is expected to pick up from Q2 2020 once a Brexit

in the UK. We expect this to continue until the future trading

withdrawal agreement has been reached. So our Q4 2020

relationship with the EU becomes clearer.

year-on-year growth forecast of 1.1% is comfortably ahead of the
Q4 2019 equivalent.

FIGURE 1: 10 YEAR GOVERNMENT BOND YIELD BENCHMARKS
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OFFICE -BASED EMPLOYMENT TO OUTGROW
TOTAL EMPLOYMENT

In-store retailing continues to come under pressure from online
sales, accounting for 19% of the total retail market. A perfect
storm of structural, cyclical and temporary factors, of which

Although we predict lower employment growth in 2020 than

ecommerce is just one, are likely to perpetuate current challenges

2019, the impact on the economy will be mitigated by the fact that

facing physical retailers, although opportunities do still exist (see

job creation will be almost exclusively for full-time roles. This will

Retail outlook). Despite these challenges, CBRE expects retail

help maintain hours worked and raise disposable incomes.

sales volumes (excluding internet sales) to increase by
0.4% in 2020.

Professional and administrative services, and technology-related
jobs, continue to be the strongest sectors. These jobs will

The UK’s 2020 fiscal policy is likely to be expansionary.

contribute to further office-based employment growth in 2020,

Chancellor Sajid Javid has announced a 4.1% increase in real

growing faster than total jobs. Overall, office-based jobs growth

day-to-day spending in 2020-2021 which will provide support to

will follow a similar trend to that of 2019, with London growing

the economic outlook.

slightly faster than elsewhere.

WEAKER POUND SUPPORTING EXPORT
TRADE AND TOURISM SPEND

A TIGHT LABOUR MARKET IS SUPPORTING
INCOME GROW TH

Sterling’s depreciation since the Brexit referendum (roughly 11%
Consumer spending has remained surprisingly resilient, supported

against the US dollar) continues to support tourism and has

by sustained real wage increases. Average earnings growth

encouraged staycations for UK residents, driving spend on home

excluding bonuses has averaged 3.8% year-on-year (4% including

soil. However, CBRE expects to see some appreciation of the

bonuses) against inflation close to the Bank of England’s 2%

pound in 2020. Similarly, UK assets that are trading at a discount

target. We expect to see continued real earnings growth due to

are relatively attractive to foreign investors.

record labour participation and unemployment below 4%.

FIGURE 2: GDP GROWTH
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Trade has also benefited, with the trade balance narrowing as

However, this assumes that international risks (such as trade

British firms source intermediate parts domestically and export

policy) remain contained. Furthermore, the inflation and interest

volumes increase. The effects would have been greater had export

rate outlook are highly dependent on Brexit. A smooth Brexit

volumes not weakened against a backdrop of weaker

outcome would prompt companies to pass wage costs on in the

global demand.

form of higher prices. This would result in an increase in the CPI
and a higher probability of a rate increase. Conversely, a no-deal

INTEREST RATES TO REMAIN STABLE ,
ALTHOUGH THERE ARE DOWNSIDE RISKS

Brexit increases the probability of a rate cut significantly.
The outlook for 2020 is weaker than 2019, and with job creation

We expect core UK inflation (which excludes alcohol, food and

slowing, the UK economy will be increasingly reliant on

energy) to remain slightly below its 2% target throughout 2020.

improvements in productivity to support further economic growth.

However, we do expect inflation to gradually rise to the 2% target

That said, despite the negatives (Brexit uncertainty and

over the medium term, and therefore we expect the short-term

international risks) there are positives (labour market, rising real

interest rate to remain unchanged at 0.75%.

wages, and a fiscal boost) providing support to growth.

HOW MIGHT 2020 TURN OUT?
• A slower start to 2020, but GDP growth gains momentum after Q2.
• Entrenched uncertainty continues to weigh on business investment.
• Slowing total employment but office-based jobs to outgrow total employment.
• A tight labour market will generate improved incomes.
• The benefits of a weakened currency continue to feed through.
• Interest rates to remain stable through 2020.
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INVESTMENT

UK total returns are solid, and a low interest rate environment offers investors a robust
alternative to fixed income. Investment volumes will rebound sharply from 2020. Despite
already being at historic lows, further yield compression is possible if not likely across
European office markets, with London looking particularly well-placed from a relative
value perspective.
LOW INTEREST RATE OUTLOOK MAKES REAL
ESTATE RETURNS LOOK ATTRACTIVE

STRONGER RETURNS IN THE SHORT TERM
FOR MOST SECTORS

European interest rates are heading into negative territory amid

Within the five-year period there are two distinct phases of higher

deepening concern over short- and medium-term economic

(2020-21) and more moderate (2022-24) growth, with the

growth prospects. So our view on the likely returns from UK

exception of Retail and ‘Others’ where the reverse is true. In the

property should offer encouragement for investors. Figure 3 shows

former, All Property total returns average 3.7%pa as capital values

our investment performance forecast over the next five years split

fall a further 1.4%. In the latter, total returns fall to 2.7%pa as

into sectors and into two time periods. At the All Property level, we

capital values fall by 4.7% and yields grow by c20 basis points,

expect total returns of 3.1%pa for the five years to 2024. Income

returning to the levels forecast for the end of 2020. Income return

return will be the mainstay of performance; there will be

is solid throughout the period at around 4.4%pa as rental values

fluctuation from year to year, but overall rents will end the period

inch upwards.

slightly higher than at the start and yields roughly the same.

FIGURE 3: FORECAST TOTAL RETURNS, SELECTED SECTORS, MSCI BASIS
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Footnote: These forecasts have changed from the original version due to the release of a new set of forecasts in December 2019.
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SECTORAL RETURN DIFFERENCES WILL
REMAIN MARKED

LOWER RETURN EXPECTATIONS
FOR FIXED INCOME INVESTORS

Although no sector of the market – including ‘Other’, which

As 2019 progressed, more and more headlines were generated by

captures many of the Alternative sectors that have been popular

lower and lower interest rates – the auction of 30 year zero

late cycle investment destinations – is immune from the cycle,

coupon German government bonds at a negative yield in the third

there are some interesting variations in performance along the

quarter of the year arguably being a particular highlight. As we

way. In a reversal of the trend seen for most of the last forty years,

write, the ten year Government bond yield is negative in France,

the least volatile mainstream sector (showing the smallest

Germany and Netherlands and only just above zero in Spain; Italy

difference between total return in 2020-21 and 2022-24) is

and the UK are relative outliers among major European countries

Offices, while the most volatile (the largest difference) is Industrial.

in having yields above 0.5%. Indeed, it feels at times as if the main

The Industrial sector also delivers the strongest overall returns of

growth industry now is fixed income fund managers who are

4.3%pa over the five-year period.

happy with a return of zero.

A REBOUND IN INVESTMENT VOLUMES
EXPECTED, BREXIT PERMITTING

‘NET ZERO YIELDS’ MAY BE SUFFICIENT
FOR INVESTORS

Investment volumes slowed markedly in the UK in 2019, as

Against this backdrop, and in an environment where fixed income

investors reflected politicians’ collective standstill – we expect the

capital is being crowded out of its natural market, investors are

full year total to be around £45bn, down from £65bn in 2018.

increasingly targeting super core real estate with little more than

However, the UK remains attractively priced relative to other

capital preservation in mind. The key question for this cohort is

markets and maintains many of its structural advantages. We

’What is the net zero return yield?’ In other words, what level of

foresee a rebound in transaction volumes in 2020.

income yield is required to offset any capital expenditure and
management costs in a given market?

FIGURE 4: NET ZERO YIELD COMPARED WITH CURRENT YIELD, SELECTED OFFICE MARKETS
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Quantifying historic depreciation is not a simple exercise, and a

appear to be comfortably above the ‘net zero hurdle’ of historic

range of methodologies and estimates exist. These are often of

depreciation and management cost. This might suggest that yields

limited use as they can be too simplistic and are, by nature,

could compress further in the short term, if zero or negative

backward-looking. With the drivers of depreciation likely to be

interest rates continue to drive fixed income investors into

very different in the future, as environmental regulation,

prime real estate.

technological advances and structural shifts in demand for real
estate evolve, even the most accurate historic view may be of little

From the UK perspective, the fact that the gap between the ‘net

practical use in assessing upcoming depreciation.

zero hurdle’ and prevailing yield is largest in London (and ahead
of Paris and Frankfurt by some 100-125 basis points) could be

On that basis, we present Figure 4 with the caveat that the

seen to support an argument that greater relative value is to be

estimates therein are not perfect. They do however show that

found in the UK, and that once political turmoil is resolved a

current prime office yields in major European gateway cities

degree of ‘catch up’ yield compression could take place.

HOW MIGHT 2020 TURN OUT?
•

The UK is arguably priced at a significant discount to European markets, in large part
because of perceived Brexit risk. If this can be eliminated, or precisely understood and
quantified, yields could sharpen considerably.

•

Investors have piled into operational real estate (see page 22) in recent years in search of
sustained and sustainable income growth. 2020 will increasingly reveal more of the ‘winning’
platforms – those that can manage gross to net income most effectively while delivering a
pipeline of additional product – and the underperformers.

•

Reflecting its recent lack of appeal to investors, by the end of 2020, retail will account for
under a third of the MSCI sample by value, having been more than half 15 years ago. If so,
it would be the lowest share since 1984.
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RE A L ESTATE SECTORS

In this section, we examine the key specific issues likely to affect the
main UK real estate sectors in 2020. From strong growth in multifamily
and logistics real estate to a radical restructuring in the retail sector,
2020 promises to be anything but boring.

14 OFFICES
Office occupier markets are likely to continue to perform well across the UK despite ongoing political
background noise. Demand will be driven by a wide range of sectors including professional services
and the public sector. On the capital markets side, yield compression is possible during 2020 if
uncertainty dissipates.

16 RETAIL
There will be continued structural change in UK retail in 2020. Performance will be strongest in
London and the surrounding key urban locations while polarisation of assets will see prime retail
outperform the rest. Repurposing of assets will be the key trend in 2020, converting excess retail
space to create mixed-use destination schemes.

18 INDUSTRIAL AND LOGISTICS
As demand for logistics remains strong and supply responds, rents will continue to grow alongside
strong investment volumes. However, it will become even more important to understand the needs
of those occupiers and the drivers of ecommerce growth.

20 MULTIFAMILY
Multifamily is becoming an established sector of the UK property market. From less than 1% in 2014,
it now accounts for 7% of total UK real estate investment. 2020 will likely see new entrants to the
market, and current investors will continue to build their portfolios. As a result, we expect total
multifamily investment in 2020 to significantly exceed 2019.

22 OPERATIONAL REAL ESTATE
Increasing demand for operational real estate will continue to drive the volume of deals for
alternatives. Structural and cyclical factors will result in a greater allocation of institutional capital
to alternative property. Tighter partnerships (or complete mergers) of real estate owners and brand
owners will drive volume and pricing as sectors ‘hotelify’.

13
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OFFICES

London will continue to attract occupiers from a diverse range of
business sectors, including finance and the creative industries.

Office occupier markets outperformed expectations in 2019.

Take-up from professional services is likely to be above the

Demand was focused on new, high-quality space and this trend

10-year average, driven by a number of large legal sector

will continue into 2020 as corporate occupiers use real estate as

requirements. We expect the public sector’s estates strategy of

part of their recruitment and retention strategy in a tight labour

consolidation and improvement to result in another year of strong

market. Office-based employment, which has grown rapidly over

take-up outside London.

the past two years, is forecast to continue to expand although at a
more moderate rate.

Aside from an already-evident ‘flight to quality’, occupational
demand in 2020 will have an increased focus on user experience

At the same time, the supply of new space is expected to tighten

and agility. As part of this shift, employee engagement will start to

from already low levels, partly as a result of Brexit-related

emerge as a key driver of occupational strategy.

uncertainty. So the existing imbalance between the supply and
demand of new space will persist in 2020. Rents in Central

The UK’s decision to vote to leave the EU has resulted in a

London and other key UK cities have increased during 2019 at a

widening of the differential in pricing between UK yields and the

significant rate in some markets, and further growth is expected in

rest of Europe (see Figure 5). This means that UK office property

2020, albeit at a slower pace.

will offer relative value to overseas investors in 2020. If EU
withdrawal issues are settled during 2020, the conditions for yield

Within Central London, the legal sector will constitute a large

compression could emerge as the year progresses. Central

proportion of the take-up over the course of the year.

London investment volumes should increase in 2020 due to strong
occupier fundamentals and c£32bn of overseas equity targeting
the region.

FIGURE 5: UK AND EUROZONE PRIME OFFICE YIELDS
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HOW MIGHT 2020 TURN OUT?
•

The war for talent will drive the occupational markets in 2020, increasing demand for new,
high-quality space. The supply of such space is low and will remain so during the year,
creating the conditions for rental growth.

•

Office occupiers are increasingly focusing on issues such as user experience and agility.
2020 will be the year when the market shifts towards employee engagement.

•

Investment volumes were low in 2019 as investors were put off by political uncertainty.
Should the uncertainty resolve itself, 2020 could see healthier volumes and potential
yield compression.
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UK RETAIL

In 2020, high yielding high streets and shopping centres will
be the hardest hit with capital values falling 7.8% and

UK retail will continue to weather a perfect storm that is bringing

12.6% respectively.

about fundamental changes to the sector through a combination
of structural, cyclical and temporary factors. CBRE expects this

Excess retail space will be redeveloped and repositioned for

challenging environment to lead to a 1.8% fall in rental values for

alternative uses, increasing the number and quality of mixed-use

all retail in 2020, along with an 8.2% fall in capital values.

schemes across the UK. Shopping centre and high street

Both will experience negative returns for some time, with capital

developers will be more inventive in using spare space, focussing

growth turning positive in 2022 (+1.9%) and rental growth in

on greater innovation and faster decision-making to enact

2023 (+0.6%).

change. These mixed-use spaces will create consumer destinations
that enhance the general shopping experience.

London, and the surrounding key urban locations, are expected to
outperform the rest of the UK. Cities such as Cambridge and

Consumer demand for convenience will insulate the Food &

Edinburgh have been more resilient in recent years, experiencing

Grocery sector from growth in ecommerce while Health & Beauty

positive rental and capital growth. Limited retail stock, high tourist

will continue to benefit from the wellness trend. Those more

and student numbers, and a highly educated population will all

exposed to online (electricals and finance) will see contraction in

contribute to positive future retail performance in these types

physical store space.

of cities.
There will be continued growth and adoption of augmented and
All retail sub-sectors will experience continued polarisation of

virtual reality technology in 2020. Social (media) shopping will

assets over the next five years (Figure 6) with non-prime assets

increase in importance, allowing new brands easier access to

suffering from oversupply of space and falling visitor numbers.

grow their customer base. Retailers will also be judged on their

Outlet centres will perform better due to their more flexible lease

environmental image more than ever before.

structures and strong landlord controls, while retail parks will see
more consistent footfall numbers when compared to shopping
centres and high streets.

FIGURE 6: ANNUALISED RENTAL GROWTH, 2014 TO 2018 AND FORECAST FOR 2019 TO 2023 (%)
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HOW MIGHT 2020 TURN OUT?
•

Restructuring, redevelopment and repositioning of excess retail space to create new and
improved mixed-use schemes.

•

Polarisation of assets will continue as prime retail is more protected from the current pressures
on the retail industry.

•

Health & Beauty will continue to benefit from growing consumer interest in Fitness
and Wellbeing. Food & Grocery will perform well as convenience remains the top driver
for consumers.

•

Electricals and the financial sector will likely see a continued reduction in physical space as
these sectors have grown much faster online.

•

Key themes that retailers will focus on include augmented and virtual reality, social media
shopping, improving their environmental image, and development of smart supply chains
(that anticipate and react to changing consumer demands).
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INDUSTRIAL AND LOGISTICS

Location preferences among occupiers will continue to be driven
by the availability of labour to fill vacancies in distribution centres.

We expect demand for logistics space in the UK to continue to be

Even with the increasing implementation of robotics, we are still

resilient during 2020, as market fundamentals remain robust.

some way from seeing warehouses with no human presence.

Once again, take-up will be steered by online retailers supporting

Low unemployment rates in the UK have increased the importance

the sustained growth of online retail sales. UK ecommerce drivers

of this factor. According to a CBRE survey of UK logistics

are particularly strong, and we expect one in every five pounds of

occupiers, 48% of respondents included labour availability as one

retail expenditure to come from online orders in 2020. Cultural

of the three most important factors in their location decision

factors such as high credit card usage and a highly digitally

making process, while also being one of their greatest challenges.

literate consumer base will continue to support a growing UK
logistics infrastructure, meaning the UK will remain Europe’s most

Finally, we expect industrial and logistics rents to continue

mature online market in 2020.

to outperform other sectors – albeit at a slower growth
compared with previous years due to a general slowdown
in the UK economy.

Despite new warehouse developments in 2019, overall supply
stabilised at around 28.5m sq ft at the end of the year, due to

Prolonged Brexit uncertainty has reduced investment volumes

strong net absorption.

during 2019 compared with 2018, but we expect them to recover
Similarly to 2019, more speculative logistics space will come to

once clarity returns to the market. Yields will continue to stay at

market in 2020. This new speculative supply will provide more

low levels during 2020, although we believe they have already

choice to occupiers, making them less dependent on the much

reached maximum compression.

lengthier design and build developments.

FIGURE 7: UK LOGISTICS TAKE-UP AND AVAILABILITY, MILLIONS SQ FT, 2009-Q3 2019, UNITS
OVER 100,000 SQ FT ONLY
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FIGURE 8: UK LOGISTICS COMPLETIONS, SQ FT, 2014-2019*, UNITS OVER 100,000 SQ FT ONLY
Total completions
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*Note: Completions for 2019 are units completed until Q3 2019 plus expected completions in Q4 2019. 2019 completions data is split between
design and build and speculative

HOW MIGHT 2020 TURN OUT?
•

Online retailers to focus on tailored and reliable time frames for home deliveries rather than
fast deliveries.

•

Microdepots and shared urban hubs to tackle the lack of logistics land in urban locations.

•

Repositioning of retail parks into logistics hubs for the last leg of delivery parcels to customers.

•

Brexit and trade uncertainties/implications particularly for ‘just in time’ occupiers and
pharmaceuticals.

•

Labour availability in a tight labour market will be an increasing concern for occupiers,
driving innovation and automation.
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MULTIFAMILY

multifamily market and will continue to invest in the sector
throughout 2020.

The UK’s multifamily sector continues to attract substantial
investment. We forecast that total residential investment will

To establish diverse portfolios and meet ambitious targets,

increase by approximately 30% in 2020.

investors will increasingly seek opportunities outside of London
and the prime regional cities. This diversification will be another

Demand will be driven by several factors. Firstly, the UK is

prominent trend in 2020. Suburban rental schemes of single-

attracting an increasingly diverse investor base from both domestic

family homes will also be a greater feature of the UK market.

and overseas institutions – particularly from North America. CBRE
entered the UK multifamily market in 2019 with its acquisition of

Multifamily developments will continue to evolve, and (as is

Telford Homes, a London-focused residential developer. There will

already the case in the US), the amenity offering of a scheme will

likely be further mergers and acquisitions throughout next year as

be a key differentiator as the market becomes more competitive.

both domestic and overseas companies look to gain a foothold in

There will also be a greater focus on the sustainability of

the UK market. Secondly, a subdued sales market will persist in

multifamily buildings.

2020, particularly in London, meaning multifamily will be the
preferred disposal route for many developers. Thirdly, many

Rent control is a potential issue for the sector. While nothing has

pioneer investors now have operational assets and want to

been confirmed, it remains the subject of political debate both

increase their allocation to the sector.

nationally and locally. However, it can come in many different
forms and not all will be prohibitive to investment. Overall, our

As some investors execute their disposal strategies, 2020 could be

outlook is positive. Multifamily is fast becoming an established

the year we start to see the initial trading of some of the UK’s first

sector in the UK and it will continue to attract significant

true multifamily developments. Finally, affordable housing

investment in 2020.

providers have become a highly competitive force in the

FIGURE 9: MULTIFAMILY PROPORTION OF TOTAL REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT
Multifamily investment, LHA

Multifamily proportion of total real estate investment, RHA
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HOW MIGHT 2020 TURN OUT?
•

With several buildings now complete and operational, 2020 could be the year that the first
true multifamily assets in the UK start trading.

•

Multifamily development will continue to spread throughout the UK, outside of London and
the prime regional cities.

•

Multifamily buildings will continue to evolve with a big focus on sustainability. And as the
market becomes increasingly competitive the amenity offered to tenants will become a key
differentiator, much like the US.

•

Rent control remains an issue should it be introduced, but it can come in many different
forms, generating some uncertainty in the sector.
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OPERATIONAL REAL ESTATE

• Consumers using comparison sites no longer rely on brand as

Alternative ‘operational’ property types have historically been

• Size of platform no longer exclusively determines customer

a proxy for quality and price; and
regarded as complex, illiquid, and therefore opportunistic.

reach, thanks to online marketing strategies and peer reviews.

But deal volumes are increasing specialist and core funds are
entering the market, and operational property is at the heart of

Real estate fundamentals are also driving institutional owners

many investment strategies. These themes will continue into 2020

towards operational exposure, while also giving them many more

and beyond, driven by:

options as to how they access operational markets. This puts big
branded operators in a difficult position, as real estate investors

• Continued slowing of traditional real estate sector

are no longer reliant on them.

performance, driving capital towards new sectors;
• Balancing real estate capital allocations has become

In the UK hotel market, for example, the big four international

challenging in the core real estate markets. This will continue

hotel companies now only control 39% of their branded room

to drive a shift in focus to non-core real estate;

supply (see Figure 10 for breakdown). With growing competition

• Decline in lease lengths, and capital growth through rent

from white-label managers and other formats, traditional

reviews, is threatening the traditional routes to value; and

branded-operators can no longer assume landowners will beat a

• IFRS 16 and a growing appreciation for the role of ground

path to their door. Brands have become much more focused on

rents in treasury planning and M&A activity.

protecting their loyal customer base and market share of physical
product. Property ownership is considered the best route to

In the last twenty years, branding and operational expertise has

achieving this.

best been exploited separately from capital-hungry real estate and
its development. But change is afoot because real estate owners

Property investors have started to search out and align with

can now get direct access to the customer:

best-in-class operating partners. Operators are responding by
placing an increasing focus on the optimisation of real estate to

• Real estate owners can get closer to customers than ever via

attract and forge alliances with real estate capital.

online booking channels;
• Consumers now search for location and experience rather

In 2020 operating partners will increasingly take the role of

than for brands, thanks to mobile connectivity;

investment manager, drawing on their specialist operational and

FIGURE 10: NUMBER OF HOTEL BRANDS AND DIRECT BRAND MANAGEMENT - HOTEL GROUPS COMPARED
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FIGURE 11: CONSUMER SURVEY: ‘WHAT
DISTANCE DO YOU TRAVEL TO YOUR SELF
STORAGE STORE?’

real estate skills. Schroders’ acquisition of European hotel
management firm Algonquin is an example of the bricks (the real
estate owner) and the brains (the operator or brand) coming back
together. With direct access to the consumer, and growing
expertise in the sector, more investors will aim to minimise income
leakage by developing their own brands or operating

> 45 minutes
< 5 minutes
8%
11%
31-45 minutes
6%

independently. In self-storage, for example, consumers base their
decision principally on convenience (see Figure 11). So, the
advantages of a brand may be limited if operators can easily
access the local consumer anyway.

21-30 minutes
12%
6-10 minutes
25%

These trends will extend into mainstream property sectors.
‘Hotelification’ of real estate is here. Lease lengths are falling and
service levels increasing. As operational assets start to look more
core, and as core becomes more operational, markets will

16-20 minutes
15%

re-align, providing opportunities to ride yield shifts.
Investor demand for operational real estate will increase. Appetite

11-15 minutes
23%

for long income investment will remain robust, particularly given
the likelihood of low bond yields for the foreseeable future and
falling lease terms in traditional commercial property. However,

Source: The Self Storage Association UK Annual Industry Report 2019
(sample size: 911 customers)

the most significant shift will be an increase in institutional
investors buying operational property with variable income and
the subsequent consolidation of owner, operator and brand.

HOW MIGHT 2020 TURN OUT?
• In addition to buying smaller pub chains and brewers with craft beer credentials,
expect the large pub companies to develop their offering of overnight
accommodation through hotel acquisitions.
• The traditional primary care model of patients visiting their local NHS GP practice for
physical appointments is changing due to technology and private disruptors such as
Babylon Health. This trend will grow in 2020, resulting in a different approach to real
estate and a step change in the delivery of primary care.
• Uncertainty in the residential property market and an increase in compact homes
(such as co-living and micro-living) will drive demand for self-storage.
• There will be a renewed focus on reducing carbon dioxide from autonomous,
connected, electric and shared vehicles, which will drive dramatic change across real
estate uses. Expect petrol stations, for example, to provide electric vehicle charging
and facilities for a longer dwell time including a larger retail offer and co-working.
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POLITICS

UK politics will again be dominated by Brexit in 2020. Assuming a negotiated withdrawal
deal is confirmed soon (our base case), attention will turn to the equally controversial future
relationship and consequential questions such as Scottish independence. But the most
important political event of 2020 for the UK is arguably the US Presidential election.

THE BIGGER BREXIT NEGOTIATION IS
STILL TO COME

However, Boris Johnson’s decision to call an earlier General
Election means that the next vote may not be until 2024, which
makes extending the implementation period politically safer.

2020 promises to be another momentous year in UK politics.

Given how long it has taken to get this far in the Brexit process,

With the first (but only the first) stage of Brexit negotiations likely

and the complexity of the future relationship negotiations, we think

to complete soon, the UK will move into the ‘implementation

it is more likely than not that the implementation period will indeed

period’. This lasts until 1 Jan 2021 and ensures that very little

be extended.

will change when the UK formally leaves the EU. In the light of

DEVOLVED GOVERNMENT QUESTIONS
WILL LOOM LARGE IN 2020

the Conservative Party’s solid win in the 2019 general election,
the UK is very likely to leave on 31 January 2020. The UK
Government and European Union will move on to the arguably
more important stage of talks, concerning their long-term

Other political questions will again swirl around the Brexit process,

future relationship.

mostly on the theme of devolution: Scotland, Northern Ireland and
London all voted to stay in the European Union.

CBRE has written extensively (most recently in its 2019 UK Market
Outlook document) about the way in which the future relationship

The Scottish Government has made clear that it wishes to hold

might evolve, and readers should refer to that document for more

another independence referendum. The previous referendum in

information. As with the negotiation of the Withdrawal Agreement,

2014 created a temporary pause in real estate activity, although

the future relationship agreement is likely to be controversial,

the market recovered quickly afterwards. Although the Scottish

though it is already clear that the UK simply will not have as good

National Party made significant gains in the 2019 UK general

access to European Union markets as it has now.

election, most polls continue to indicate that a majority of Scots
are still opposed to independence. Although Brexit has certainly

CBRE expects twists and turns in the story during 2020, not least

changed the backdrop against which an independence campaign

because there is clear evidence of disgruntlement among UK

might be fought, key questions relating to currency, debt, and

citizens as to how politicians have handled Brexit (see Figure 12).

monetary policy will be as pivotal in the debate as in 2014.

It’s possible, for example, that negotiations on the future
relationship become so protracted that the implementation period

Northern Ireland politics will also feature strongly in the year

is extended. The Withdrawal Agreement provides for this: the UK

ahead. The UK Government has deliberately constructed the

and EU can jointly agree, on a one-off basis, to extend that period

Withdrawal Agreement to incentivise the revival of the Northern

by up to two years. Originally this would have meant that the UK

Ireland Assembly. Many businesses in Northern Ireland argue that

would still have been in the EU in 2022, an outcome likely to have

the absence of the Assembly is retarding investment and growth.

had an impact on the outcome of the General Election scheduled
for that year.
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However, even given the pressure created by the Withdrawal

CBRE covers this issue in more detail in its forthcoming US

Agreement, it is difficult to predict with certainty that the Assembly

Market Outlook, but the Trump Presidency has clearly had an

will return any time soon.

impact on the global economy. Tax cuts have stimulated the US
economy, while trade policy has led to sustained uncertainty as

Finally, London will elect a new mayor in 2020. The incumbent,

both the US and China have imposed tariffs on imported goods.

Sadiq Khan, is widely expected to win a second term. So, the

The UK economy is dominated by services, which means that it

London real estate environment (whether relating to infrastructure,

has been less affected by specific trade issues than other

housing, or planning policy) seems likely to be stable.

European countries (especially Germany), but the effects are
definitely present.

THE US PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION IS
ALSO INFLUENTIAL ON UK
ECONOMIC PROSPECTS

So, in the run-up to the US election the UK could experience a
bout of imported uncertainty on top of that created by Brexit.

However, the most important political event of 2020, with
arguably as significant an effect on UK real estate prospects as
Brexit, is not in the UK at all. 2020 will see Donald Trump seek
re-election as President of the United States.

FIGURE 12: BRITISH ADULTS SAYING THE UK’S POLITICAL SYSTEM NEEDS A ‘GREAT DEAL’
OF IMPROVEMENT (%)
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HOW MIGHT 2020 TURN OUT?
•

Andy Burnham and Andy Street, the ‘metro mayors’ of Manchester and Birmingham, make
audacious claims for additional powers in the light of Brexit concerns.

•

2020 becomes the fourth year in a row without any primary legislation on housing and land
use planning, delivering a welcome stability to the system but potentially storing up a backlog
of problems.

•

Key UK political themes in 2020 will be data privacy, immigration, climate change, corporate
social responsibility, and disenchantment with politics (Figure 12).
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C LIMATE CHANGE

Investors and developers can take steps in the coming year towards making real estate a
carbon neutral industry. Careful analysis and assessment of building performance can help to
identify savings, but to maximise savings developers will need to adopt a holistic approach,
considering the design, construction and use of buildings, including use of materials.
Pressure within the real estate industry to act on climate change will come increasingly
from employees, and activist individual investors looking for ‘ethical’ returns.

CLIMATE CHANGE WILL CONTINUE TO
RISE UP THE REAL ESTATE AGENDA

2050 if increases in global temperature are to be kept below 2°C.
Geopolymer cement is an alternative – produced using industrial
by-products instead of energy intensive clinker. This innovation is

Buildings and construction account for 36% of total global energy

already available, and it can produce up to 80% less emissions

use (Global Alliance for Buildings and Construction), playing a

than cement.

major role in contributions to global warming. If we don’t limit
global temperature increases to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels,

Once a building is in use, the biggest drivers of energy

the consequences will be catastrophic, according to the UN

consumption are heating, cooling, lighting and appliances.

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. While it cannot be

Making simple changes such as using suppliers who provide

achieved immediately, carbon neutrality looks likely to become an

100% renewable or carbon-neutral energy will indirectly reduce a

explicit goal for real estate decision-makers in 2020, as a result of

building’s carbon emissions. Alternatively, using on-site

mounting social, political and regulatory pressure.

renewables in peak times will balance demand and avoid using
fossil fuel-derived energy from the grid.

SPECIFIC INITIATIVES LIKELY TO BE LESS
EFFECTIVE THAN HOLISTIC SOLUTIONS

Improvements to the management of a building can also
significantly reduce its carbon footprint. Analysis of energy usage

Measures such as integrating renewable energy sources, passive

is necessary to identify where savings can be made. Subsequently

heating and cooling, and efficient insulation reduce emissions and

better maintenance policies can be implemented. For commercial

energy consumption. However, even buildings adopting these

buildings, examples include regular equipment checks, replacing

technologies will not necessarily maximise real estate’s

inefficient appliances or heating and lighting systems, and regular

contribution to meeting carbon reduction targets.

EPC assessments. Separate CBRE research has identified how
building managers could make insurance premium savings by

In the UK, construction accounts for 12% of green-house-gas

undertaking a more accurate assessment of flood risk for

emissions according to the ONS. This can include the materials

their buildings.

used, how they are transported, waste and on-site energy use.
While all these aspects must be addressed, materials is one area

All these measures can feasibly be applied to the running of a

in which developers can make real progress in 2020. Cement is a

building in 2020 and are stepping stones towards achieving

good example. After water, cement is the most widely used

carbon neutrality.

substance globally, but its use has significant environmental
impacts. The International Energy Agency argues that a 24%
reduction in emissions derived from cement must be achieved by
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Integrating the above measures into a holistic view of real estate’s

real estate’s environmental impact. Investment dictates how

environmental impact will be most effective. Every stage of a

property is developed and operated and seems likely to

building’s life cycle must be considered if significant progress is to

increasingly focus on producing real estate that prioritises

be made towards the goal of carbon neutrality, ranging from the

environmentally conscious design, construction and use. Activist

sourcing of raw materials to redevelopment. Lower emissions and

shareholders and clients, including pension scheme members

energy use must be integral to the design process from the

concerned to invest in ‘ethical’ or ‘green’ funds have, at the

beginning. Buildings must be designed to adapt to new

margin, already started to shift the behaviour of institutional funds

technologies and be used flexibly so as to extend their life and

and managers.

reduce the risk and cost of premature obsolescence.
Similarly, in a tight UK labour market, employees are able to be
Besides the steps that developers can take in 2020, changes in

fussier about only working for (and in the buildings of) the

the investment industry will be crucial in driving the reduction of

companies with the best environmental credentials.

FIGURE 13: GLOBAL MEAN TEMPERATURE CHANGE UNDER EMISSION SCENARIOS (°C)
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HOW MIGHT 2020 TURN OUT?
•

Carbon neutrality looks likely to become an explicit aim of real estate in 2020.

•

There are clear steps that developers can take in 2020 to move towards the goal of carbon
neutrality in the key areas of design, construction and use of buildings.

•

Action at the asset level to mitigate climate change will not be enough to meet carbon
reduction targets – 2020 will see the real estate industry taking a more holistic approach.

•

Real estate investment strategy looks likely to change as activism and awareness from
shareholders, clients and employees grows.
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T ECHNOLOGY

In 2020, the UK Real Estate community will become more sophisticated with their technology
strategies. These matured a lot in 2019, but there will be a divergence between ‘the best’
and ‘the rest’ as larger firms take bolder steps than smaller firms can manage. To help
manage this, stakeholder groups will increasingly articulate their tech requirements into
three more manageable and distinct activities; analytics, management and experience.

DIVERGENCE IN TECH ADOPTION BETWEEN
‘ THE BEST’ AND ‘ THE REST’

MAKING TECH MANAGEABLE IN 2020 –
BREAKING THE TASK DOWN

The UK real estate community has spent the last twelve months

Regardless of where owners and occupiers are on their tech

grappling with how to interpret the latest generation of

and innovation journeys, the most common theme of 2020 will

technologies. While many landlords and investors have designed

be the need to segment the PropTech and wider technology

and begun implementing tech and innovation strategies, others

ecosystem into manageable chunks. This will enable both

haven’t. The gap will widen in 2020 between sophisticated owners

suppliers and users in the marketplace to implement change

at one end, and those slower to change at the other. Recently,

across their organisations.

those with sufficient scale and funding have boldly invested in
technology both at the platform and at the asset level. But those

This segmentation seems likely to fall into three categories –

with a lack of resource and expertise have been slower and less

analytics, management, and experience. This will enable them to

able to implement initiatives – a trend of divergence between ‘the

develop strategies that solve real issues, rather than starting with

best’ and ‘the rest’ that looks set to continue in 2020.

one of the 7,000 technology solutions available to them and
looking to find a problem it might solve. According to EY and

For those smaller owners, 2020 may see greater collaboration

CRETech, PropTech investment volumes are dominated by ‘real

and outsourcing to third parties for the design and implementation

estate and finance technology’ and ‘flexible space’ companies –

of tech programmes, offsetting the lack of in-house expertise

categories which CBRE would argue are not actually PropTech;

and resource.

although the ‘purer’ Proptech categories of analytics,
management and experience focussed companies are still raising

According to Unissu.com, there are currently at least 7,000

considerable investment (Figure 14). For example:

PropTech companies globally. The market for PropTech is still
• Analytics: for institutional investors, data analytics

relatively opaque, so understanding current and future investment
volumes is difficult. According to CRETech, global venture

responsibility sits with fund management teams. More

investment volumes into PropTech companies were US$14bn in

sophisticated treatment of data is inevitable in 2020 and will

H1 2019, representing a 309% increase on H1 2018. Investment

typically come in the form of getting data out of Excel silos and

in UK companies was far smaller in comparison, at USD$255m in

into proper data warehouses, enabling the utilization of

H1 2019, representing 35% of the European market and just

machine learning to automate and analyse bigger data sets.

under 2% of the global market. So, the UK is the dominant

The result will be more efficient and precise decision making.

PropTech market in Europe, and will continue to present UK

This has been a long time coming, and while it has been

investors and occupiers with plenty of choice when devising

happening gradually already, it will reach greater

technology procurement strategies.

sophistication in 2020.
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• Management: this refers to an asset, property or facilities

• Experience: this has been the buzz word of 2019 and isn’t

management. It is critical to both occupiers and owners alike

going anywhere in 2020. Occupiers are inherently more

to drive superior value from their real estate. The critical

sophisticated in this respect as their HR and CRE teams are

element here is more efficient management of buildings,

working closer together to use the workplace as a tool to

particularly when it comes to energy. Of CBRE’s corporate

attract, retain and engage the best talent. In 2020 we will see

occupiers, 60% and 66% are investing in energy management

more occupiers using technology to improve experience.

controls and smart building sensors respectively. In 2020, this

Owners of real estate in particular will navigate this end of the

will push landlords to deliver more of this tech upfront,

technology spectrum more effectively, developing strategies

whether that’s in new developments or refurbishments.

that avoid gimmicky deployment of tools such as user-

Organisations will look to deliver value to shareholders via

experience apps.

their environmental, social and governance (ESG)
And the most sophisticated landlords and occupiers will integrate

programmes, by optimising energy use.

elements of all three into a coherent strategy. In 2020, there will
be greater collaboration between stakeholder groups to create
such strategies.

FIGURE 14: GLOBAL PROPTECH FINANCING ACTIVITY, 2015-Q3 2019, $BN
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Source: CRETech, EY, Venture capital funding points to the hottest concepts in built-world tech, 2019
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HOW MIGHT 2020 TURN OUT?
•

Climate change mitigation and adaptation needs will become the primary motivation for
investing in technology in 2020, eclipsing the need for more sophisticated financial analytics
or tech-enabled user experiences.

•

Recruitment will continue to be a challenge, and organisations will still struggle to hire the
people they need to because they can’t prove the investment case. Industry-wide collaboration
will have to proliferate to progress innovation.

•

The data privacy/ownership debate will continue to be a barrier for many investors
and occupiers in 2020. The most important debate will revolve around who owns the
personal data generated and tracked within real estate: landlords, technology providers,
or consumers?
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